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This essay contextualizes the popularization of the use of digital spaces for social connection              
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show how queer creatives and their followers are using social media as a tool for political                
resistance and survival within our increasingly privatized world.  
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Introduction 

On Dec 2nd 2016 a fire broke out in a warehouse, known as Ghost Ship, that had been 

converted into an artist collective, including dwelling units, in the Fruitvale neighborhood of 

Oakland, California. The fire broke out while the collective was hosting a night of live music. 

Thirty-six people died that night, many of whom were queer and trans folks who were a part of 

the DIY and experimental music and arts community in Oakland. Ghost Ship provided 

affordable housing in the rapidly gentrifying Bay Area and was a thriving space for the 

underground music and arts scene and for the LGBTQ community. Although Ghost Ship was not 

permitted for hosting events or for housing, people took the risk of being in a structurally 

hazardous space because the community they cultivated there created a kind of safety that is 

rarely encountered for those who are marginalized.  Kimya Dawson a singer songwriter and 1

figure in the DIY music scene speaks to the role of spaces like Ghost Ship and to why people 

inhabited the space despite knowing its potential danger: 

“...we take the risks. Playing and listening [to music] in unsafe spaces. Because 

when we feel like we are dying anyway the risks don’t seem as risky as the risks 

we already face every day. The risk of self destructing. There aren’t enough 

places for us to gather. Our favorite places get turned into parking lots… So we 

meet underground. We lurk in the shadows...…we meet in warehouses. Where we 

can just love on each other and escape from all the scariness and sadness. We take 

care of each other in our unsafe spaces that can feel so much safer than your safest 

spaces.”   2

 

1Emanuella Grinberg, "What was the Ghost Ship?" CNN, December 05, 2016, , accessed December 13, 2017. 
2 Marie L. Bernard, "Oakland Ghost Ship Fire Kills Artists, Queers, Weirdos, Dreamers and Dreams," Autostraddle, 
December 07, 2016, , accessed December 13, 2017. 
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Although some blamed the fire on those who used the space for unpermitted activities or 

on the landlord who neglected to inspect the property, sentiments like Dawson’s tell us that these 

“risky” spaces are more a result of structural inequalities. The lack of available affordable 

housing and non-commercial spaces for gathering and artistic expression forces people to create 

those spaces by whatever means possible. These spaces of gathering are not a luxury; they are a 

vital part of the culture that fuels and sustains people who have been marginalized -- namely 

queer trans and disenfranchised young immigrants and people of color. The Ghostship fire and 

the crackdown on warehouses nationwide immediately following the fire  represent a larger 3

trend of housing insecurity and the privatization of free and public gathering space brought on by 

neoliberalism.  

Neoliberalism serves as the backdrop for the Ghostship fire and countless other tragedies 

that happen daily as a result of housing insecurity and lack of free and public space. Sharing this 

historical backdrop of neoliberal economic policy is the immensely popular cultural trend of 

social media. The late 1900s and early 2000s marked the peak of the anti-globalization 

movement as well as the introduction of Myspace (2003) and Facebook (2004).  As more and 4

more public spaces suffered from laws and policies that favored the rich an infinitely expansive 

online network was taking shape. I juxtapose these two trends not to argue that one caused the 

other but to contextualize the popularization of the use of digital spaces for social connection 

within the history of neoliberalism’s impact on urban space. The loss of free and accessible space 

impacts all communities and holds particular significance for marginalized and disenfranchised 

3 Conor Dougherty, "Oakland Fire Leads to Crackdown on Illegal Warehouses Nationwide," The New York Times, 
December 08, 2016, , accessed December 13, 2017. 
4Adam Warner, “A Brief History Of The Anti-Globalization Movement”, 12U. Miami Int’l & Comp. L. Rev.237 
(2005). 
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communities who solely rely on those spaces to find community. This paper will focus on how 

queer creatives are using social media as a tool for survival and connection within our 

increasingly privatized world.  In the course of this paper, I will situate a subgenre community of 

young queer stylists and the self representations they create and share on instagram within a 

historical context of ongoing struggles for queer spaces in the urban landscape and for visibility 

in order to show how queer communities and identities are being profoundly shaped by the 

closure of physical queer spaces, the normalization and commodification of queer styles, and the 

opening of expansive and accessible online platforms for sharing images of oneself.  

Method & Terms:  

Through a case study of a queer subculture on instagram in which gender diverse and non 

conforming people share their unconventional “looks” or styles created with makeup and 

garments,  I will look at how a politically radical and creative group of queers are using 

instagram as a performative space to constitute their own identity in relation to an online 

counterpublic. I primarily focus on instagram users Ynez (@crucifixmachine) and Carlos 

(@lobotimizeacop), both of whom are age 23, identify as gender non-binary, and currently live 

in Los Angeles. They both exemplify how instagram can be used as a space to create networks of 

support and as a political tool to inspire radical change. When they lived in Santa Cruz I often 

mingled in the same queer circles as they did. Since they moved to L.A. my primary contact with 

them happens online through instagram. The differences between interacting with them online 

verus sharing physical space with them informed my ideas about queer community and identity’s 

relationship to space, embodiment, and visibility. Their physical presence carries different 

meaning and weight compared to their online presence which prompted me to consider the 
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benefits of having these online spaces for expression and culture building as well as the 

complications of viewing queer bodies primarily online instead of being in physical community 

with them. 

I focus geographically on the disappearance of queer spaces in San Francisco and 

Oakland because those areas are considered to be some of the most accepting places for people 

with non-normative sexual and gender identities to live. However, the gentrifying force of the 

tech industry, a culture of liberal acceptance, and the appropriation and commodification of 

queer styles have created a complex set of challenges for queer communities, particularly queer 

and trans communities of color living in those areas. I hope to complicate the notion of progress 

by exploring the material issues queer folks face in the “progressive” Bay Area. A small number 

of interviews (n = 4) of queer people currently living in cities across California (Oakland, San 

Francisco, Santa Cruz, and Los Angeles) informs my ideas about the changing urban and digital 

landscapes through which we find community.  

My theoretical framework for thinking about space, visibility, and community is 

primarily informed by Judith Butler’s Undoing Gender and Lauren Berlant and Michael 

Warner’s 1998 essay Sex in Public. Berlant and Warner explore the varied ways in which queer 

culture produces itself as well as its participants through counterpublics or publics which are 

defined by their tension/opposition to a larger public. Butler’s claim that a subject relies on being 

recognized within a sociality in order to constitute their existence is fundamental to my 

understanding of the functioning of queer community.  

I will be using the word “queer” as an umbrella term that refers to people with non 

normative desires, sexual practices, and gender identities. Queer(ness) and activism have been 
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linked since the late 1980s and early 1990s when the word was reclaimed from being a 

homophobic slur and used as an activist slogan by gender and sexual radicals struggling for 

freedom in the face of the AIDS crisis. Along with being a term that people use to signify their 

non normative identity, queer is also a practice of resisting normativity in general and the 

stabilization of gender and sexuality.  Understanding this history can help us see how the self 5

imaging and aesthetic practices of these young and politically radical queer instagrammers is part 

of a continuous struggle for freedom from normative and static categories of gender and 

sexuality. 

Shifting Urban Landscapes 

Over the last forty years we have witnessed neoliberalism’s attack on everything that is 

public. Public institutions once funded and controlled by the state such as prisons and public 

education have either been privatized to function as profitable businesses or have heavy financial 

ties to corporate interests. Threatened by the power that communists and socialist parties were 

gaining across Europe and the US and by the economic hit of 1970s stagflation, the economic 

elite seized this moment of economic crisis to restructure economic policy to be in alignment 

with their capitalist interests. The way this new economic policy was established differed country 

to country and in the United States it primarily relied on ideologically linking neoliberalism to 

ideas of freedom. The elite infiltrated common sense through the word freedom and portrayed 

their political project as an economic project that would restore individual freedom that was lost 

during the crisis of capital accumulation of the 1970s. The promise of freedom, which in practice 

5 Heather Love, “Queer,” Transgender Studies Quarterly Vol. 1 (May 2014): 172-5. 
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was empty for 99.9% of people, effectively disguised the real goal of neoliberalism which was to 

restore the power of the ruling class.   6

The economic restructuring had devastating effects on the urban landscape and 

particularly on public community spaces. San Francisco and Oakland serve as potent examples 

of areas being heavily impacted by corporate industry. The rapidly growing tech industry is not 

only proliferating in digital space but is also taking up real space at its place of origin (Silicon 

Valley) and the areas that geographically surround it. A radical group of Bay Area activists track 

and visualize the massive changes brought on by the tech-boom by using online mapping tools 

and data visualization. Their maps, which can be found at www.antievictionmap.com, show the 

immense level of displacement that is occuring. The displacement that many queer people, 

especially poor people and people of color are experiencing is notable not only because it denies 

the basic right to safe and secure housing but also because it breaks apart the counterpublics that 

they rely on to constitute themselves. We can understand more about this process of 

self-constitution by turning to Butler.  

Judith Butler’s seminal work Undoing Gender speaks to the need for recognizable 

personhood in order to sustain a viable life. People depend upon being legible to those who 

immediately surround them and especially by those who hold opportunities for employment, 

medical care, and housing. Butler argues that in order to be legible one must adhere to a set of 

norms that are collectively written in a sociality. If one cannot adhere to a certain set of norms or 

does not desire to, their survivability depends upon being recognized within a different sociality 

that carries an alternate set of norms. Having access to a collective space or sociality for the 

6 David Harvey, “Freedom’s Just Another Word,” in A Brief History of Neoliberalism, (Brantford, Ontario: W. Ross 
MacDonald School Resource Services Library, 2014): 5-38. 
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collective articulation of an alternative set of norms or ideals can enable one to practice and 

cultivate a way of being that is not restricted to what is considered normal by a larger public.  7

The question then becomes where and how do these spaces for the articulation of 

alternate worlds form? How do sexual and gender minorities find each other, congregate, and 

organize in order to create liveable lives for themselves. One possible answer is through the 

establishment of “queer zones” or places in which queer people exist as the majority. These 

queer zones do not necessarily have to exist as a physical establishment and often face 

challenges in doing so due their political tension with mainstream society and with those who 

generally control the urban landscape. Warner and Berlant claim that queers find each other and 

participate in a collective articulation of an alternate world or “queer-world-making” through 

“ephemeral elaborations in urban space and print culture”. In contrast to heteronormative forms 

of intimacy, “queer culture...has almost no institutional matrix for its counterintimacies” and thus 

relies upon “parasitic and fugitive elaboration through gossip, dance clubs, softball leagues...”. 

Queer intimacies are improvisational and therefore able to adapt to constantly shifting 

conditions.  8

We can understand the creative online community that Carlos and Ynez are a part of as a 

queer zone that has proliferated through its improvisational use of the platform of instagram. 

This improvisation can be seen as an adaptive response to the disappearance of accessible 

publics in physical space. Users in this community use instagram in a variety of ways. Carlos and 

other users sell clothes through instagram, consistently crowdsource funds from their followers, 

and promote the artistic creations of themselves and their friends. Carlos supports their followers 

7 Judith Butler, “Introduction: Acting in Concert” in Undoing Gender (New York, NY: Routledge, 2009): 1-16.  
8 Michael Warner, “Sex in Public” in Publics and Counterpublics (New York: Zone Books, 2010): 187-208. 
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by responding to direct messages from users who are seeking advice and/or community. They 

share reading lists and other informational resources that have helped them as well as a deep love 

and affection for their friends and other followers seeking connection.   9

Víctor, age 22, shares his experience of being on the receiving end of this kind of online 

mediated connection. Growing up queer in Bakersfield, a conservative town in the central valley 

of California, Víctor described these online forums (particularly tumblr) as his main access to a 

queer counterpublic at the time. Although he had a small circle of queer friends in high school he 

expressed an overall lack of out queer culture which he attributed/linked to the social-political 

climate of Bakersfield. He said that it wasn’t until moving to Santa Cruz and being part of a 

vibrant queer community that he was able to really unlearn the internalized homophobia that 

lived in him growing up. He expressed an interesting disconnect between him and his queer 

friends who are still in Bakersfield. Many of them still harbor internalized homophobia and other 

forms of self-hatred related to their identity and sexuality because they haven’t had the space and 

community to unlearn what their environment taught them. Víctor’s experience is not unique and 

it demonstrates the vital role of queer online publics in supporting folks without access to 

counterpublics in their immediate physical communities. However, his story also highlights the 

limits of online spaces. Although Víctor was able to cope with this lack of queer culture and was 

able to move to an area with more queer culture, many queer youth do not survive this kind of 

social alienation. One of Victor’s close friends in high school committed suicide as a result of 

gender based bullying. This tragic loss occurred after faculty and staff shot down Víctor’s 

9 Carlos Payan (queer artist of color working and living in Los Angeles California) in an interview with the author, 
December 2017. 
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advocacy for the school to have a GSA (Gay Straight Alliance) insisting that the community 

would be too resistant.   10

It is unclear whether or not having a GSA would have prevented Victor’s friend’s death 

but what is clear is that these spaces provide a break from the repressive heteronormativity that 

dominates society and help queer people feel more like they belong in the world. Corin age 20, a 

trans woman living in Oakland, sums up the importance of this break quite simply in saying that 

“it’s hard to feel like you belong in the world when there is no physical space to go where I feel 

like I belong.”  Although access to online counterpublics can help it does not fulfill the 11

embodied feeling of acceptance and safety that occurs when one is physically surrounded by 

queer community. Not only do these spaces provide material safely but they also give glimpses 

to what the world could be like. They remind us that our existence and our desires are worth 

fighting for.  

I will now turn to the aesthetic practices used in some of Carlos and Ynez’s recent works 

to give a better picture of how they create queer space on instagram. These users counter 

political currents that understand gender and sexual identity as fixed and uniquely demonstrable 

through the field of the visible by embodying an aesthetic that rejects this notion of identity. The 

transience of their identities is displayed through the practice of embodying different “looks” and 

characters styled from elaborate or unconventional make-up and dress. These users show how 

radical aesthetic practice offers a way to engage with self-representation without conforming to 

essentializing categories.  

10  Victor Rivera-Diaz (queer artist of color studying linguistics at the University of California Santa Cruz) in 

discussion with the author, November 2017. 
11 Corin Humphrey (trans woman and artist living in Oakland California) in a discussion with the author, November 
2017.  
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Ynez’s aesthetic yearns for unintelligibility. They use signs, symbols, and poses in 

jarringly unfamiliar contexts and employ lyrically abstract captions to produce an affect of alien 

chaos that is simultaneously revolting and captivating. A post that demonstrates this chaos 

particularly well is a series of photos captioned “i know u like tangerine & yr kiss is sweet & 

creamy” which comes from a Fever Ray lyric from the song To the Moon and Back (fig.1). Like 

the song, these images express non-normative desire in a primal and unapologetic manner. In the 

series Ynez’s bottom half is entirely obscured by a mass of entangled panty hose stuffed with 

soft things, while their top half features their breasts shaded with dark black and grey foggy 

circles. At the center of their chest a harness secures a slimy red mass that resembles innards 

glued to a plate of gold spikes. Red liquid is spattered on their stomach giving the effect that the 

panty hose exploded out of their torso. Their face is painted all white and overlaid with 

symmetrically oriented black and red squiggle shapes that evoke a futuristic cyborg aesthetic. A 

large headpiece made of gold spikes radiates from their close cropped bleached hair making 

visual reference to a nimbus or the circle of light surrounding a religious figure’s head in art. 

Ynez’s look is both erotic and repulsive, holy and monstrous, human and alien. Their aesthetic 

relationship to their body as alien visually articulates an alien-like distance from the static 

categories of identity, and a politics that yearns for a world in which those categories don’t 

define our existence.  

In Carlos’s work a theme of control and agency dominates. For Carlos this control is a 

major reason for using instagram. As a non-binary person who is perceived by most as a woman, 

Carlos experiences feeling a lack of control in the way that people view them. They say that the 

the format of instagram allows them to add extra-visual information, such as text or audio, which 
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can help steer viewers towards interpreting their self-representations in the way they want to be 

seen. Each post is carefully curated from pose to caption to backdrop in order to counter the 

ways in which their body is normally viewed. A primary way in which they demand this specific 

viewership is by combining their self-image with political propaganda. Their recent and ongoing 

self portrait series focusing on protest culture is a strong example of how they merge political 

propaganda with queer aesthetics to produce images that compel the viewer to read their body in 

a specific way (fig. 2).  The first post of the series consists of five images of them in black bloc 12

gear and wearing red and black geometric minimalist clown make-up. A large white sheet with 

the letters “ACAB”, an acronym for “all cops are bastards”, painted in black letters hangs as their 

backdrop. Their pose changes in each picture but they maintain a direct and unwavering gaze 

throughout each image. A lengthy caption contextualizes this work by explaining their makeup 

choice and the history of black bloc. Black bloc is “a large-scale protest tactic in which 

participants are dressed head to toe in black clothing...to camouflage and protect the identities of 

participants.” As a result of its effectiveness cities are introducing anti-masking laws. The 

makeup Carlos wears in this series utilizes an anti facial recognition scheme and can be used to 

avoid anti-masking laws while still protecting one’s identity.  Contextualizing their images with 13

historical background and current political happenings forces the viewer to engage with the 

politics surrounding the image rather than viewing their image as a commodifiable style. Carlos 

witnesses their styles and the styles of other queer people of color getting appropriated by 

mainstream clothing companies such as forever 21. Because of the subsumption of queer styles 

into capitalism, Carlos argues that queers must always strive to create something new and to 

12 Carlos Payan (queer artist of color working and living in Los Angeles California) in an interview with the author, 
December 2017. 
13 Carlos Payan, Untitled, digital photography, November 22, 2017.  
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exist in undefined space.  This space of indeterminacy that Carlos describes “maintains a certain 14

power over the visible since it eludes fetishization, surveillance, reduction, and possession.”   15

Conclusion  

Cultural theorist José Esteban Muñoz once described queerness as a phenomenon of 

being “not here yet.” He critiqued the myopic focus that LGBT activism has on pragmatic issues 

such as gay marriage as being consumed with the here and now and thus constrained to 

imagining a future with limited and pre-determinable possible ways of living. Queerness, Munoz 

claims, is a practice bound to futurity that allows us to imagine beyond our present reality. 

Though we can never fully realize queerness, for it exists as an ideality, we can “feel it as the 

warm illumination of a horizon with potentiality.” He sees art as playing a crucial role in this 

imagining of the future for art has the ability to express thoughts, feelings, and desires that are 

not fully understood or possible in the present but can give us a glimpse to what the future could 

look or feel like.   16

Online queer communities such as the one in which Ynez and Carlos are a part of 

demonstrate how digital spaces can offer themselves as hubs for artistic creation and future 

imagining. From crowdfunding to disseminating political propaganda and crucial information 

relating to community safely to redefining gender and sexual norms through radical aesthetic 

practices, these online platforms are sites of both abstract dreaming and material doing. In our 

rapidly changing landscapes these sites have become a networked part of material life for many 

14 Carlos Payan (queer artist and political activist of color living in Los Angeles California) in an interview with the 
author, December 2017. 
15Julian Vigo, "The Trap of (In)Visibility and the Erasure of Difference," January 14, 2016, accessed December 13, 
2017. 
16 José Esteban Muñoz,  Cruising utopia: the then and there of queer futurity (New York: New York University 
Press, 2009). 
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of us. They have offered a way to connect across geographic space and disparate social 

environments. They have the potential to sustain and inspire their participants. 

In recognizing the role that these online publics play we must be careful to not lose sight 

of the importance of physical gathering spaces. These are the queer houses, sketchy warehouses, 

safe spaces, weirdo cafes, late night bookstores, and hole in the wall bars that queer folks rely on 

to find each other. They are the spaces that allow for queerness to happen. Recognizing and 

identifying with one another in physical space gives one an embodied sense of belonging that 

cannot be fully replicated in digital space. Without claiming that one mode of presence is 

superior over the other I want to conclude with the simple claim that digital and physical spaces 

each offer different potential ways of organizing and dreaming toward a more liberated future.  

Connecting the tragedy of Ghost Ship with the art practices of queer instagrammers has 

been my attempt to illustrate what is at stake in the survival of queer spaces. The seemingly 

trivial selfies circulated by queer online publics are in fact a technique of survival shaped by the 

context of our increasingly inaccessible urban landscape. My hope is that these digital and urban 

spaces, which are already interconnected and overlapping, will continue to work together to 

create more spaces of unbounded dreaming and in turn, more liveable lives for all of us. 
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Fig. 1   Ynez Cruz, “i know you like tangerine and yr kiss is sweet and creamy”, October 30, 

2017.  
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Fig. 2     Carlos Payan, Untitled, posted to instagram November 22, 2017. 
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